
The Hunt for Easter
different ways to hunt:
• go on a hunt to find these items that likely already 
     exist somewhere in your home
• head to brookview church to pick up an Easter in a 
     Bag. It will contain these items for you to hide around 
     your house/yard. There will also be a few plastic eggs 
     sitting out independent of the boxes if you’d like to use 
     them to hide the items in. There will also be a print out 
     of verses that go with the items that can be hidden in the eggs or just used for after you 
     are done hunting. (These Easter in a Bags will be available by Saturday at 5:00p and will 
     stay until 8:00 pm on Easter evening) If you arrive on site at the same time as someone 
     else, please be respectful of social distancing and wait to get out of your car. These bo-
     xes will be set a few feet apart from each other so that no one else is touching them.  
     They have been prepared responsibly and set out with gloves on
• Go on a drive in your car and decide where you might go to find any of the items listed, 

no repeats, find a new place to drive for each item listed. Go in number order since that 
will tell the Easter story. Park in parking lots where you would find or be able to buy these 
items listed, read the bible verse that goes with them and discuss the question before 
heading to the next place. You can pick up an Easter in a Bag to add another element to 
this hunt. ie: show the item from the box, decide where you might go to find it, and drive 
there. The bible verses will be printed out in the Easter in a Bag. There will also be candy 
and fun items in the box for younger kids to be entertained as you are driving.

Ideas for hunting at home: 
• hunt as individuals, in pairs, or as one group
• rather than collecting each item, take a piece of paper and write down where you found 

the item. Physically go there to write, not just go from memory of where things are
• rather than collecting each item, take a photo of each item with a phone
• rather than hunting for all of the items at once, try looking for one thing at a time, discuss-

ing it, and then hunting for the next.
• give easter candy, stickers or rewards for creativity

We are incredibly bummed to not be celebrating Easter together as a church family.  Ab-
sence is definitely making our hearts grow fonder and we miss you.  We are rooting for 
you and praying for you in this challenging season and can’t wait for the day when we 
can gather again!          Jason, Jen, & Casey  


